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BenchK gymnastics accessories beech for wall bars
(A204/A076)  

 

The gymnastics accessories for the
BenchK wall bars include gymnastic rings
and a swing board. The BenchK
gymnastics accessories are suitable not
only for children, but are also a useful
addition to the execution of the exercises
for adults

 CHF 159.00  
      

      

The gymnastic rings are made of natural plywood. The belt length of the gymnastic rings is 210cm and
are 2.5cm wide. The belts are manually tied to the upper section in loop form and secured at the very
bottom. Metal and plastic elements are not necessary. The belts contain a clamp that ensures strength,
safety and quick adjustment of the height.

A round wooden swing with the diameter of 30cm is supplied with a cotton rope.

Gymnastics accessories are available in 2 versions:

Gymnastics accessory A204 made of light beech wood suitable for wooden wall bars
BenchK 110 and for metal wall bars in white BenchK 210W/310W/710W.
Gymnastic accessories A076 made of dark oiled beech wood suitable for metal bar walls
in black BenchK 210B/310B/710B

The following options fit BenchK training accessories A204:

Sprossenwand 110/210W/310W/410W
Pull-up bar (removable) (PB204)

Execution gymnastic rings: material made of plywood
Rocking board light: material made of beech wood - Rocking board dark: rocking board is made of the
wood lithium beech and is not varnished, but hand-oiled with two layers of an organic German oil, which
is based on a linseed oil
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Color: light beech wood (A204) / dark beech wood (A076)
Gymnastic rings: belt width 2.5cm, belt length 210cm, belt color black, outer diameter of the rings
15.5cm, thickness of the rings 1.7cm, the belts contain a clamp that ensures strength, safety and quick
adjustment of the height (clamp from professional mountaineering)
Rocking board: Wooden board with diameter 30cm, cotton rope
Attachment: to the wall bars, pull-up bar
Weight: 2kg
Maximum user weight: 80kg
Warranty: 2 years for home use
Important: before use, check that the strap lock is properly closed

Gymnastics accessories were manufactured in Poland in accordance with Pan-European safety
standards PN-EN 12346:2001, PN-EN 913:2019-03 for gymnastic equipment.
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